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Abstract. Existing studies on image captioning mainly focus on gener-
ating “literal” captions based on visual entities in images and their basic
properties such as colors and spatial relationships. However, to describe
images, humans use not only literal descriptions but also “imagination-
driven” descriptions that characterize visual entities by some different
entities; they are often more vivid, precise, and visually comprehensible
by readers/hearers. Nonetheless, none of the existing studies seriously
consider captions of this type. This study presents the first compre-
hensive analysis of the generation and evaluation of imagination-driven
captions. Specifically, we first analyze imagination-driven captions in
existing image captioning datasets. Then, we present the comprehen-
sive categorizations of imagination-driven captions and their usage, dis-
cussing the (potential) issues with the current image captioning mod-
els to generate such captions. Next, compiling these captions extracted
from the existing datasets and synthesizing fake captions, we create a
dataset named IdC-I and -II. Using this dataset, we examine nine ex-
isting metrics of image captioning about how accurately they can eval-
uate imagination-driven caption generation. Last, we propose a baseline
model for imagination-driven captioning. It has a built-in mechanism to
select which to generate between literal and imagination-driven captions,
which existing image captioning models cannot do. Experimental results
demonstrate that our model performs better than six existing mod-
els, especially for imagination-driven caption generation. Dataset and
code will be publicly available at: https://github.com/TranHuyen1191/
Imagination-driven-Image-Captioning.

Keywords: Image Captioning · Imagination-driven Image Captioning.

1 Introduction

Image captioning is the task of automatically generating a description (also
known as caption) in natural language for a given image. It is one of the funda-
mental tasks of computer vision, which has broad applicability in various areas
of biomedicine, commerce, and web searching [1]. For instance, image captioning
can help visually-impaired people understand the content of images and, to some
extent, form similar images in their minds.
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GT: “a sign on a pole 
near a park”

SAT: “a sign that is on 
the side of a road”

(a)

GT: “an assortment of cupcakes 
made to look like sheep”

SAT: “a close up of cupcakes 
on a table”

(b)

GT: “the bright colors are fun 
they remind me of the sun”
SAT: “a close up of a glass of 

orange juice”
(c)

GT: “man in a black suit and straw hat 
holds a tennis racket as if it were a guitar”

SAT: “a man in a suit and hat 
sitting on a bench”

(d)

Fig. 1: Examples of image captioning. GT denotes human-generated descrip-
tions: (a): “Literal” description; (b) (c) & (d): “Imagination-driven” descriptions.
SAT denotes captions generated by Show-Attend-Tell [5] that is trained on the
MS COCO dataset [6]. (a) & (b) are from MS COCO [6], (c) & (d) are from
ArtEmis [7] and Flickr30K [8], respectively.

Existing studies on image captioning mainly focus on generating “literal”
captions, which are based on visual entities in images and their basic properties
(e.g., colors, spatial relationships) [2,3,4]. As an example in Fig. 1(a), the caption
“a sign that is on the side of a road”, which is generated by an existing model of
Show-Attend-Tell (SAT) [5], is based on three visual entities of sign, side, and
road, and their relationships of on and of.

To describe images, humans actually use not only literal descriptions but
also “imagination-driven” descriptions. Unlike literal descriptions, which directly
describe visual entities, imagination-driven descriptions characterize visual enti-
ties by other entities, which we call imaginary entities in this paper. Imaginary
entities are usually not presented in images, but typically share one or several
common properties with visual entities. Examples of imagination-driven descrip-
tions are shown in Fig. 1(b),(c), and (d). When observing the image in Fig. 1(b),
rather than only thinking about the cupcakes, a visual entity, the annotator as-
sociates them with sheep, an imaginary entity, since they are similar in shape
and color. Similarly, in the example of Fig. 1(c), the bright colors in the image
evoke the Sun in the annotator’s mind; the activity of the man in the image of
Fig. 1(d) makes the annotator liken a tennis racket to a guitar.

We tend to generate imagination-driven descriptions for images that are ca-
pable of spontaneously stimulating our imagination to produce similar images in
our minds. It is hard, possibly impossible, for us to give concise and understand-
able literal descriptions of such images. This is because of the limited expression
power of literal language; humans can perceive many more colors and shapes
than concepts or words we have in language to describe them [9]. In addition,
forcibly generated literal descriptions for such images are usually unnatural and
complicated, making them visually incomprehensible for humans. For instance,
it is quite challenging to create literal descriptions for the example images in
Fig. 1(b)(c) and (d). Instead, the annotators provide imagination-driven de-
scriptions, which are vivid and easy to be visualized by readers/hearers.
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In this paper, we study the generation and evaluation of such imagination-
driven captions, which have been overlooked in previous studies. Although a lot
of efforts have been made to provide various datasets [6, 8, 10, 11, 12] and meth-
ods [13, 14, 15, 16] for image captioning, there has been no prior study seriously
considering imagination-driven captions. There are three main challenges to en-
able the generation of imagination-driven captions. The first challenge is the lack
of datasets fit for the study. The second challenge is the absence of proper meth-
ods for generating such captions. The existing image captioning models are not
designed to properly handle imagination-driven captions, as discussed later. The
third challenge is the lack of the methods that can evaluate imagination-driven
caption generation. Existing metrics for image captioning does not perform well,
as we will show later.

Towards conquering the above challenges, in this paper, we first analyse four
existing datasets, showing the statistics of imagination-driven captions in them.
We then show the comprehensive categorization of imagination-driven captions
and their usages. We also discuss the issues with existing image captioning mod-
els to generate such captions. By collecting imagination-driven captions from the
four source datasets and synthesizing fake captions, we create a dataset, named
IdC-I and -II. Using this dataset, we assess the accuracy of nine state-of-the-art
evaluation metrics. Experimental results show that UMIC [17] shows high ac-
curacy in evaluating imagination-driven captions of natural images. Meanwhile,
for art images, all the considered metrics are not very effective.

Finally, we propose a novel image captioning method that can adequately
handle imagination-driven caption generation. We design it to address a par-
ticular difficulty that existing models have. It is that they do not distinguish
between visual and imaginary entities, leading to the inability to generate good
imagination-driven captions and select the appropriate caption type fit for the
input image. In the above example of Fig. 1(b), sheep in the imagination-driven
caption does not appear as real entities in the image. Thus, the models need
to be able to differentiate between real and imaginary sheep. Moreover, they
must adequately judge which type of captions to generate for a given image;
literal captions are sufficient for some images, and imagination-driven ones are
better or necessary for others. To address these, our model generates literal
and imagination-driven captions separately and selects the one that best fits
the input image. For the latter, we build a scorer that scores the quality of the
generated imagination-driven caption based on the content of the images. The
scorer is built based on CLIP [18], which is a pre-trained vision-language model.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model over
six existing methods developed for standard image-captioning.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

– We analyze the existing image captioning datasets and present the compre-
hensive categorization of imagination-driven captions and their usages.

– We introduce a dataset for the generation and evaluation of imagination
driven image captioning.
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– Using this dataset, we examine nine state-of-the-art metrics of image cap-
tioning to measure the accuracy of imagination-driven caption generation.

– We propose a new image captioning model and experimentally examine its
effectiveness.

2 Related Work

Image Captioning Datasets In the literature, a lot of efforts have been made
to build image captioning datasets [6, 7, 8, 10,11,19]. Some of them are domain-
generic datasets with images of various scenes and objects such asMS COCO [6],
Flickr30K [8], and CC12M [19]. Because of the broad coverage of scenes and
objects, these datasets are usually considered as standard benchmarks to build
and evaluate image captioning methods [20].

Besides, there are some domain-specific datasets that are constructed for sev-
eral specific tasks [1]. For instance, the CUB dataset consists of 117,880 captions
of bird images [21]. Considering linguistic aspects, the authors in [22] focus on
captions including negations. In [23], an attempt has been made to build a cor-
pus of commonly used phrases that are repeated almost verbatim in captions
of different images. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous
research constructing datasets specific to imagination-driven caption generation.

Image Captioning Models Most existing image captioning models are based
on an encoder-decoder paradigm. In this paradigm, an image encoder is used to
project images to visual representations, which are then fed into a text generator
to generate captions [1]. Many models use CNN as an image encoder [5,13,14,15].
However, CNN usually results in loss of granularity [1]. To address this prob-
lem, an attention mechanism over visual regions is exploited [16, 24, 25, 26].
Typically, Faster R-CNN [27] is used to extract bounding boxes of concrete
objects, whose representations are then fed to a text generator to output cap-
tions. Recently, thanks to computational efficiency and scalability, transformer
architectures based on self-attention mechanisms [28] are also adopted as image
encoders [29,30].

Regarding text generators, LSTM [31] has become a predominant architec-
ture for a long time due to its ability to learn dependencies in captions. However,
it faces issues about training speed and the ability to learn long-term dependen-
cies [32]. Recent studies employ transformer architectures [28] as an alternative,
since it can better learn long-term dependencies [24, 25, 33]. Besides, to enrich
generated captions, some studies adopt graphs to detect spatial relationships of
visual entities [3,25]. Existing image captioning studies mainly focus on detecting
visual entities and their spatial relationships. So far, there has been no previ-
ous study that aims at generating imagination-driven captions, where forming
imaginary entities is also of crucial importance.

3 Analyzing Imagination-driven Captions
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In-depth Analysis of Imagination-driven Image Captioning 5

We first analyze imagination-driven captions to answer the following three ques-
tions: 1) how frequently imagination-driven captions are used in existing image
captioning datasets; 2) how many types exist, and 3) when humans (annotators)
use such captions. For this purpose, we first examine imagination-driven captions
in four image captioning datasets. We then classify imagination-driven captions
in terms of their types and usages. We finally introduce datasets, named IdC-I
and IdC-II, for the study of imagination-driven caption generation, which are
the collection of extracted captions from the above datasets and synthesized fake
captions to assess evaluation metrics of image captioning.

3.1 Analysis of Existing Datasets

To answer the above questions, we consider the following existing image caption-
ing datasets: MS COCO [6], Flickr30K [8], VizWiz [11], and ArtEmis [7]. We
adopt a filtering strategy to extract imagination-driven captions from them. MS
COCO and Flickr30K are domain-generic datasets while VizWiz and ArtEmis
are domain-specific datasets. MS COCO contains 995,684 captions from 164,062
images, which were gathered by searching for 80 object categories and different
scene types on Flickr [34]. Flickr30K consists of 158,920 captions from 31,784
images of everyday activities and scenes. VizWiz is constructed to study image
captioning for people who are blind. It includes 195,905 captions from 39,181
images taken by blind photographers in their daily lives. ArtEmis containing
454,684 captions from 80,031 art images is created to investigate affective hu-
man experiences evoked by artworks.

As in the examples in Fig. 1(b)(c) and (d), it can be seen that the annotators
use the phrases of look like, remind me, and as if to associate visual entities (i.e.,
cupcakes, colors, and tennis racket) with imaginary entities (i.e., sheep, Sun, and
guitar). Taking advantage of this feature, a list of 34 keywords as given in Table 1
is exploited to automatically extract imagination-driven captions from the source
datasets. A caption will be considered imagination-driven if it includes at least
one of these keywords.

Table 2 shows the statistics of imagination-driven captions extracted by the
above procedure; ratioImg (ratioCapt) is defined as the ratio of the extracted im-
ages (captions) over the total number of images (captions) in each source dataset.
It can be seen that imagination-driven captions account for only a small portion
of captions (i.e., < 1%) inMS COCO, Flickr30K, and VizWiz. There are multiple
possible reasons. One is that these datasets mainly include natural images with
typical objects/activities that do not trigger human imagination. In addition,
the annotators of these datasets are requested to be as objective as possible to
provide captions [10, 11]; in other words, they tend to avoid imagination-driven
captions that are likely to be subjective. Thus, note that just because their
percentages are small does not mean that they are unimportant.

Meanwhile, for ArtEmis, 70.86 percent of the included images are described
by imagination-driven captions. Also, imagination-driven captions account for
22.08 percent of all the captions. This is because this dataset is created to in-
vestigate affective human experiences; the included images (i.e., artworks) are
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Table 1: Keywords used to extract imagination-driven captions.
Keywords

‘looks like’ ‘look like’ ‘look as’ ‘looks as’ ‘looks likely’ ‘look likely’ ‘is likely’

‘are likely’ ‘is like’ ‘are like’ ‘looks almost like’ ‘look almost like’ ‘shaped like’ ‘shapes like’

‘shape like’ ‘is almost as’ ‘are almost as’ ‘seems to be’ ‘seem to be’ ‘seems like’ ‘thinks of’

‘think of’ ‘as if’ ‘as though’ ‘seems as’ ‘seem as’ ‘seem like’ ‘calm like’

‘feels like’ ‘feel like’ ‘resemble’ ‘resembling’ ‘reminds me’ ‘remind me’

Table 2: Statistics of imagination-driven captions extracted from source datasets.
Source dataset MS COCO Flickr30K VizWiz ArtEmis

Number of extracted images 1489 577 1133 56,707
Number of extracted captions 1699 595 1160 100,393
ratioImg(%) 1.21 1.82 3.63 70.86
ratioCapt(%) 0.28 0.37 0.74 22.08

mostly abstract and have a tendency to evoke human emotion as well as human
imagination.

3.2 Classifying Imagination-driven Captions and Their Usages

Through the analyses of the above datasets and others, we found that imagina-
tion driven captions can be categorized into two types, which we name object-
based and action-based. We also found that there are three scenarios of their
usage. We show their details below, along with the challenges for image caption-
ing models to generate each type in each scenario.

Object-based Caption Type Object-based captions are created based on
similarities of characteristics between visual and imaginary objects. Imaginary
objects in these captions are either “common” or “proper”. Figures 2(a), (b),
and (c) show three examples of this caption type. In the first example, the
clocks in the image evoke cats in the annotator’s mind, a common object/animal.
Interestingly, the clocks do not have identical shapes and colors to real cats; they
are modified/deformed based on the designer’s imagination and creativity. This
raises the first challenge for image captioning models: how they can connect
visual entities that are the products of human imagination and creativity with
the right imaginary entities. On the other hand, the cake in Fig. 2(b) looks so
similar to a real dog that they are indistinguishable even from humans without
considering the context of the image. Thus, the second challenge is how models
distinguish real objects and their “look-alike” objects, generating good captions.
In the third example, the vanity style makes the annotator imagine a Victorian
house, a proper object, which refers to a popular architectural revival style during
the reign of Queen Victoria (1837-1901). To generate such captions, the model
needs to retain special knowledge they may not be able to acquire through
learning using generic image captioning datasets.
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'There are a few 
clocks shaped like 

cats for sale.'

'A woman wearing an apron 
standing next to a cake that 

looks like a white dog.’

'The vanity looks like it 
belongs in a Victorian 

house.'

'A man is holding a Wii 
controller as if it were a 

baseball bat.'

'teddy bears made to 
look as if they are 

performing on stage'

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2: Examples of imagination-driven caption types. (a),(b)&(c): Object-based
captions; (d)&(e): Action-based captions. Examples are from MS COCO [6].

LC: 'a red and white fire hydrant 
out on a road’,

IdC: 'A white and red fire hydrant 
made to look like a dalmatian dog.’

LC: 'A giraffe standing next to 
a fence a green field.' 

IdC: 'A giraffe who looks like he 
needs friends.'

LC: 'A man on a cellphone 
near an arched bridge.'

IdC: 'Reminds me of my trip to Venice. Going 
under the bridge in a boat is so romantic.'

LC:  'A man is trimming something 
round with some scissors.'

IdC: 'A man trimming what seems to 
be a piece of cheese or bread'

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3: Examples of imagination-driven description usages. LC and IdC denote
literal and imagination-driven descriptions. Examples are from MS COCO [6].

Action-based Caption Type Unlike object-based captions, imaginary entities
in action-based captions are triggered by the poses of visual humans/animals or
the contexts of the images. Figures 2(d) and (e) show two examples of this
caption type. When observing the image in Fig. 2(d), the man’s pose makes
the annotator think about a baseball bat. It is challenging for models to detect
poses and link them to actions as humans do regardless of irrelevant objects in
images. In the second example of Fig. 2(e), based on the context of the image
(i.e., microphone, stage, audience, etc.), teddy bears are personified as humans
performing on stage. It will be hard for existing captioning models to understand
contexts to generate such personification captions.

Usage Scenarios There are three typical usage scenarios for imagination-driven
descriptions. The first scenario is when objects/actions in an image remind us
of imaginary entities due to their similarities in key characteristics. The second
scenario is when annotators want to express their emotions when observing the
images or the expressions of humans/animals in images. Finally, the third sce-
nario is when annotators attempt to use their imagination to describe a visual
entity that they cannot accurately recognize.

To illustrate these three usage scenarios, Fig. 3 shows four examples of the
pairs of literal and imagination-driven descriptions. In the first example, to depict
the color of the fire hydrant, the first annotator uses a literal adjective phrase of
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Type Fake captions

Subject 

failure
“a fancy cake made to look like cats'” 

Predicate 

failure

“three clocks of different colors made 

to look like fish with their mouths open'”

Grammatic

al mistake

“three clocks of different colors made 

to look like”

“a fancy cake 

made to resemble 

a monster”

“three shelves of vases 

made to look like fish 

with their mouths open”

“three clocks of 

different colors made 

to look like cats”

Original imageReference images

Fig. 4: Example of real and fake captions in IdC-II. The bold texts indicate
subjects while the underlined texts indicate predicates.

red and white. Meanwhile, the second annotator utilizes the imagination-driven
phrase of look like a dalmatian dog. Compared to the literal description, the
imagination-driven description is more vivid and easier to be visualized by hu-
mans.

In the second example, unlike the literal description of “A giraffe stand-
ing next to a fence a green field”, which describes the action and position of
the giraffe, the imagination-driven description, “A giraffe who looks like he need
friends”, emphasizes the affective expression of the giraffe. Similarly, the feeling
of the annotator when observing the image is conveyed through the imagination-
driven description in the third example, “Reminds me of my trip to Venice. Going
under the bridge in a boat is so romantic.”. In the final example, while the literal
description uses something to explain the unrecognizable object in the image, the
imagination-driven caption associates the object to “a piece of cheese or bread”.

These examples illustrate that imagination-driven captions can be used in
various scenarios to make descriptions more vivid and effectively express the
feelings of annotators and the expressions of visual entities in images. However,
imagination-driven captions are often unnecessary or inadequate for some types
of images that do not evoke human imagination. How to select which to gen-
erate between literal and imagination-driven captions for individual images is
challenging for existing models.

3.3 Dataset: IdC-I and IdC-II

In this section, we present a dataset that will be useful for studying imagination
driven image captioning, named IdC-I and -II. IdC-I contains all the imagination
driven captions extracted from the existing datasets as above, which we call “real”
captions in what follows. IdC-II contains IdC-I and additionally “fake” captions
we create by combining irrelevant visual and imaginary entities. Using IdC-II,
we can assess existing metrics for image captioning; how accurately they can
evaluate imagination-driven captions. This is done by checking if each metric
yields higher scores with input images for their real captions than fake captions.

To create fake captions, we first split the sentence of each real caption into
two parts: the set of words before keywords, called subject, and the set of the
remaining words, called predicate. Then, we select the pairs of real captions
satisfying: 1) they are of different images, and 2) the number of overlapping
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words of the two subjects is highest. Next, through an analysis of failures of
image captioning models, we exploit three typical error types to create fake
captions, namely subject failures (SF), predicate failures (PF), and grammatical
mistakes (GM). The first type refers to failures at detecting visual objects that
are usually included in subjects. For the second type, predicates are not aligned
with subjects considering image content. Related to grammatical mistakes, we
generate incomplete captions by randomly excluding some ending words in the
real captions. Figure 4 shows an example of fake captions corresponding to the
three error types. A good metric should give the highest score to real captions
and lower scores to fake captions.

4 A Method for Generating Both Types of Captions

4.1 Overview of the Proposed Method

As discussed earlier, existing image captioning models cannot generate imag-
ination driven captions properly. This is because it requires higher-level skills
than literal caption generation. For instance, it requires the ability to interpret
a visual entity in two ways (i.e., literal and imaginary) and then link them to
generate a meaningful description. An image captioning model may not be able
to acquire such an ability, if not impossible, through pure learning using generic
image-captioning datasets.

To cope with this difficulty, we build a model that internally generates literal
and imagination-driven captions for the input image and then selects the one
best fit for the image. Specifically, it has two text generators, a literal caption
generator (LCGen) and an imagination-driven caption generator (IdCGen); each
is designed to generate one caption type. Figure 5(b) depicts the model’s archi-
tecture, which consists of four main modules: an image encoder, LCGen, IdCGen,
and a selector. Given an image, the image encoder extracts visual representation
V from the input image, which is then fed into LCGen and IdCGen to produce
two captions. To select one of them, the selector scores the imagination-driven
caption using a CLIP-based scorer, named CScorer. If the score is higher than
a threshold θ, the model selects the imagination-driven caption. Otherwise, it
selects the literal caption. The image encoder is designed based on Vision Trans-
former (ViT) [29] while the text generators are built based on the transformer
decoder architecture [28]. We will explain the image encoder, the text generator,
and the scorer in this order.

4.2 Image Encoder

Figure 5(a) shows the image encoder architecture. First, an image with the res-
olution of H × W is spatially divided into patches with a fixed resolution of
P × P . Consequently, there are totally N = HW/P 2 patches. Next, a linear
projection is applied to generate the patch embeddings Xp. The embeddings are
then concatenated with a learnable embedding x̃0. To retain positional informa-
tion, the concatenated embeddings are added to positional encodings Pimage.
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𝑉

⨁ 𝑃
Embedding

Output (shifted right)

Masked MHA

L×

MHA

Linear & Softmax

FF

Output

(a)                                    (b)                                       (c)                                         (d)

⨁ 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑽

M×

Patches

𝑥0

MHA

Linear

concat

Linear projection

FF
𝑽

LCGen 

Caption

Selector

IdCGen

Image

Image encoder

LC IdC

Score

𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑝

𝑅𝑇𝑅𝐼

Caption

(𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 𝑠𝑖𝑝)/2 − 𝛾𝑝𝑔
𝑝𝑔

Image

𝑅𝑆 𝑅𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠

MLPs MLPp MLPg

Text encoder

𝑋𝑝

Image encoder

sigmoid

Fig. 5: (a) Image encoder architecture, (b) General architecture of the proposed
model, (c) Text generator architecture, (d) CScorer architecture.

The result is then fed into a transformer encoder [28]. The transformer encoder
is constructed from a stack ofM identical layers, each contains two sub-layers of
multi-head self-attention (MHA) and position-wise fully connected feed forward
(FF) in sequence. The FF sub-layer is composed of two linear transformations
with a GELU non-linearity in between. Note that each sub-layer is preceded by
layer normalization and followed by a residual connection [35]. Layer normaliza-
tion and a linear transformation are then employed to map the output of the
transformer encoder to the visual representation V.

4.3 Text Generator

Figure 5(c) shows the text generator architecture. Given the visual representa-
tion V, the output is a sequence of T tokens one at a time. Similar to existing
studies on text generation [36, 37], the proposed model does also work in an
auto-regressive manner [24]. To retain positional information, the token embed-
dings are added to positional encodings P. The result is then fed into a stack
of L identical layers, each includes three alternating sub-layers of masked MHA,
MHA, and FF. Each sub-layer is in between layer normalization and a residual
connection [35]. To map the result to the token probability, we use layer nor-
malization, a linear transformation, and a softmax transformation. The loop to
generate tokens ends when either the number of the output tokens reaches the
maximum length T or a special token <eos> (end of sequence) is produced.

4.4 CLIP-based Scorer

Figure 5(d) illustrates the architecture of the scorer. By using the image en-
coder and the text encoder of CLIP, the image and the caption are projected to
the corresponding representations of RI and RT . With the input of RT , three
multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) modules compute the grammatical penalty pg,
the subject representation RS , and the predicate representation RP . Each MLP
module includes two linear transformations with a GELU non-linearity in be-
tween. The image-caption alignment score is then computed as the average of
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In-depth Analysis of Imagination-driven Image Captioning 11

the two cosine similarity values: sis = cos(RI , RS) and sip = cos(RI , RP ). The
final score is calculated by s = (sis + sip)/2− γpg.

Similar to [18], we train CScorer by using the multi-class N-pair loss [38].
However, because each image is paired with not only one real caption but also
three fake captions, an asymmetric loss is adopted instead of a symmetric loss.
The loss function is L = LCE

is (sis)+αLCE
ip (sip)+βLCE

s (s)+µLBCE
g (pg), where LCE

and LBCE denote cross entropy loss and binary cross entropy loss, respectively.
Note that image-caption pairs are used to calculate Lis, Lip, and Ls, while Lg

requires only captions.

5 Experiments

In this section, we show the results of two experiments. The first one assesses
the accuracy of nine existing metrics in evaluating imagination-driven image cap-
tions. The second experiment evaluates the effectiveness of the image captioning
model presented in Sec. 4. To indicate the source dataset of captions, we will
use names with the prefix of the source dataset. For instance, MS COCO-IdC-I
denotes the set of captions in IdC-I that originate from the MS COCO dataset.

5.1 Evaluation of Metrics

Experimental Settings We use IdC-II to evaluate the accuracy of nine ex-
isting metrics, namely TIGEr [39], VIFIDELno-refs (nrVIFIDEL) [40], VIFIDEL
[40], BERTScore (BERTS) [41], ViLBERTScore (ViLBERTS) [42], UMIC [17],
SMURF [43], CLIPScore (CLIPS) [44], and RefCLIPScore (RefCLIPS) [44].
Among these metrics, nrVIFIDEL, UMIC, and CLIPS are unreferenced met-
rics [17], which do not require human-generated annotations, whereas the others
are referenced metrics.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, IdC-II includes caption tuples, each consisting
of one real caption and three fake captions. For each tuple, a good metric should
give the highest score to the only real caption and lower scores for the fake
captions. Based on this idea, we regard the scoring of a tuple as accurate if and
only if the real caption has the highest score. We use the ratio of the number of
accurately scored caption tuples over the total number of caption tuples as the
evaluation measure of the metrics.

For the three sets of MS COCO-IdC-II, VizWiz-IdC-II, and Flickr30K-IdC-
II, we evaluate only the three unreferenced metrics, due to the deficient numbers
of human-generated annotations per image. For ArtEmis-IdC-II, to enable the
evaluation of all the metrics, we use only 2497 images that have at least four
human-generated annotations per image.

Results Table 3 shows the accuracy of the metrics on IdC-II. For MS COCO-
IdC-II, VizWiz-IdC-II, and Flickr30K-IdC-II, which include natural images,
UMIC generally achieves the highest accuracy. In terms of average accuracy,
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Table 3: Accuracy of the metrics on IdC-II.
MS COCO-IdC-II VizWiz-IdC-II Flickr30K-IdC-II

Metric nrVIFIDEL UMIC CLIPS nrVIFIDEL UMIC CLIPS nrVIFIDEL UMIC CLIPS

Error
type

SF 0.87 0.98 0.97 0.65 0.86 0.87 0.63 0.97 0.97
PF 0.67 0.91 0.89 0.65 0.81 0.88 0.61 0.89 0.89
GM 0.47 0.83 0.80 0.35 0.69 0.68 0.37 0.78 0.64

Average 0.67 0.91 0.88 0.55 0.78 0.81 0.54 0.88 0.83

ArtEmis-IdC-II
Metric TIGEr nrVIFIDEL VIFIDEL BERTS ViLBERTS UMIC SMURF CLIPS refCLIPS

Error
type

SF 0.68 0.60 0.71 0.78 0.77 0.72 0.55 0.78 0.78
PF 0.66 0.59 0.63 0.70 0.62 0.70 0.64 0.77 0.77
GM 0.54 0.33 0.26 0.66 0.28 0.60 0.57 0.55 0.55

Average 0.63 0.51 0.54 0.71 0.56 0.68 0.59 0.70 0.70

Fig. 6: Accuracy of CScorer and baselines on ArtEmis-IdC-II test set.

the results of UMIC and CLIPS are rather high (i.e., ≥ 0.78) while that of nfV-
IFIDEL is quite low (i.e., ≤ 0.67). When comparing the three error types, the
accuracies are highest for the subject failure type, followed by the predicate fail-
ure type. With the accuracies higher than 0.81, UMIC and CLIPS can be used
to evaluate the degree of image-text alignment of imagination-driven captions.
Meanwhile, for grammatical mistakes, the accuracies range from 0.64 to 0.83,
suggesting that there is still room for improvement in evaluating this error type.

Regarding ArtEmis-IdC-II, which includes art images, all the nine considered
metrics are not very effective. Their average accuracies are from 0.51 to 0.71.
In particular, all of them show poor performance for grammatical mistakes (i.e.,
≤ 0.66). These results imply that it is essential to build dedicated metrics for
evaluating imagination-driven captions for art images.

5.2 Evaluation of Image Captioning Models

Experimental Settings In this experiment, we use the ArtEmis dataset, which
has a sufficient number of imagination-driven captions for training and test-
ing. ArtEmis consists of ArtEmis-IdC-I and the set of literal captions named
ArtEmis-LC. Regarding the data splitting, ArtEmis is divided into the train-
ing, validation, and test sets, including 68,028 images, 6000 images, and 5497
images. To make a comprehensive evaluation of the models, we additionally con-
sider two subsets of the test set: 1) a set of all the literal captions with 4019
images (ArtEmis-LC-TS ) and 2) a set of all the imagination-driven captions from
2497 images (ArtEmis-IdC-I-TS ). By using the same data split, ArtEmis-IdC-II,
which is used to train CScorer, is also divided into the training, validation, and
test sets.
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Table 4: Performances of the models. The bold number indicate the highest
performance.

Models Whole test set ArtEmis-LC-TS ArtEmis-IdC-I-TS
B1 B2 B3 B4 M R B1 B2 B3 B4 M R B1 B2 B3 B4 M R

NN 40.8 17.6 7.6 3.4 10.9 22.8 40.3 16.8 6.9 2.9 10.7 22.7 38.6 16.2 7.0 3.2 10.6 21.3
SAT 57.5 34.4 20.5 12.5 15.2 31.5 58.4 32.8 17.3 8.6 14.7 31.5 54.2 31.9 19.0 12.1 14.9 30.1
M2 57.1 33.4 19.6 11.7 14.8 31.3 57.1 31.9 17.3 8.9 14.5 31.6 51.0 28.7 16.2 9.4 13.6 28.0

CLIPCap 47.8 27.2 15.4 9.3 16.0 25.6 47.8 24.8 11.7 5.6 15.0 24.3 44.1 24.9 14.6 9.2 14.7 23.7
Oscar 44.1 24.0 13.0 7.2 15.5 28.2 54.0 29.0 14.9 7.4 14.5 30.3 50.6 28.6 16.7 10.3 14.5 28.8
OFA 59.9 35.1 18.8 9.9 15.8 32.3 59.4 34.6 18.1 9.3 15.7 32.7 53.4 28.8 14.4 6.8 13.4 27.6

1GEN 60.1 37.6 22.8 14.1 15.4 32.6 61.2 36.3 19.9 10.2 15.3 32.9 53.6 32.0 18.7 11.5 14.2 29.6
2GEN 61.8 38.1 22.5 13.6 15.9 33.2 61.2 36.6 19.9 10.1 15.3 33.4 62.6 43.0 29.1 19.9 19.1 37.6

GT-1: “the person looks like a ghost or zombie 
from a horror film”
GT-2: “the man looks like he has blood on his face
and it looks scary”
SAT:  “the colors are very dark and gloomy”
OFA:  “the blue and green colors make me feel sad”
LCGen: “the colors are very sad and the face is sad”
IdCGen: “the man looks like a zombie is bleeding to 
be a lot of a scary”

GT-1: “it reminds me of an english garden full of flowers in 
bloom very cheerful”
GT-2: “portrait of a beautiful colorful field of flowers of all 
kinds”
SAT:  “the bright colors of the flowers make me feel happy”
OFA:  “the bright colors of the flowers make me feel happy”
LCGen: “the flowers are very colorful and the colors are 
beautiful”
IdCGen: “the bright colors and flowers remind me of a garden”

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Examples of human-generated descriptions (GT-1 and GT-2 ) and cap-
tions generated by SAT, OFA, LCGen and IdCGen.

Regarding the image encoder in the proposed model, we use the pre-trained
image encoder of CLIP with the ViT-B/16 backbone [18]. For LCGen and IdC-
Gen, the number of layers and heads are set to 8. The maximum caption length
is set to K = 65. The loss is calculated by the average loss over LCGen and
IdCGen using cross-entropy loss functions. For CScorer, we use the pre-trained
CLIP with the ResNet-50x16 backbone [18]; θ and γ are set to 0.5 and 0.2. The
parameters of the loss function are set to α = β = µ = 1. The optimizer is Adam
with (0.9,0.999) [45]. To assess the effectiveness of using the two text generators
(called 2GEN ), we also evaluate the case of using only one text generator for
both the caption types, called 1GEN.

Our model is compared with six reference models of Nearest-Neighbor (NN)
[7], Show-Attend-Tell (SAT) [5], Meshed-Memory transformer (M2) [26], Os-
car [46], CLIPCap [47], and OFA [48]. Among the considered models, Oscar,
CLIPCap, OFA, and our model are based on large-scale vision-language pre-
training (VLP). For the remaining models, they are based on basic backbones:
ResNet-34 pre-trained on ImageNet for NN and SAT, Faster R-CNN [27] pre-
trained on Visual Genome for M2. For a fair comparison, we use beam search
for the reference models with the beam size of 2 since our model generates two
captions simultaneously from LCGen and IdCGen. We use six commonly used
evaluation metrics of BLEU 1-4 (B1 -B4 ) [49], ROUGE-L (R) [50], and ME-
TEOR (M ) [51].

Results By using ArtEmis-IdC-II, we evaluate the accuracy of CScorer and
three baselines, namely 2MLP, 1MLP, and orig-CLIP. These baselines excludes
one, two, or three MLP modules, respectively, from CScorer. Figure 6 shows
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the accuracy of CScorer and baselines. It can be seen that CScorer is the most
effective scorer with high and stable accuracies (i.e., ≥ 0.75). These results also
demonstrate the effectiveness of adding MLP modules in increasing the accuracy
of CScorer, compared to orig-CLIP.

Table 4 shows the obtained results of the models. Among the reference mod-
els, SAT and OFA usually perform best. Comparing all the models, we see that
1GEN and 2GEN generally achieve the highest performance for the whole test
set and ArtEmis-LC-TS. Also, the gap between them is small. However, for
ArtEmis-IdC-TS, 2GEN outperforms all the other models with a significant mar-
gin, suggesting that 2GEN can effectively generate literal and imagination-driven
captions. This result also implies the advantage of separating the generation of
these two caption types.

Figure 7 shows two examples of captions generated by SAT, OFA, and
LCGen/IdCGen of our model3. Compared with SAT and OFA, our model gener-
ally produces captions closer to human-generated descriptions. Particularly, our
model accurately detects visual entities and associates them with imaginary en-
tities similar to the annotators. As an example in Fig. 7(a), LCGen and IdCGen
detect face and man as visual entities; man is linked with a zombie is bleeding
in the imagination-driven caption generated by IdCGen. SAT and OFA generate
only literal captions about the image’s colors; no visual or imaginary object is
included in these captions. In Fig. 7(b), although all the captions include flowers
as a visual entity, only IdCGen successfully associates flowers with a garden as
in the first annotator’s description.

In summary, it can be observed that the proposed model is more effective than
the existing models in generating both literal and imagination-driven captions.
Also, it is suggested to learn these two caption types separately.

6 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we have shed light on the previously overlooked problem of generat-
ing imagination-driven captions. Specifically, we have analyzed existing datasets,
classified imagination-driven captions, and discussed their usage. In addition, we
have introduced the dataset for generating and evaluating imagination-driven
image captioning methods. By using this dataset, we have assessed the nine ex-
isting evaluation metrics. Also, we have proposed a model capable of generating
literal and imagination-driven captions. By separately learning the two caption
types, our model is experimentally found to be more effective than the six exist-
ing models, especially for generating imagination-driven captions. We hope this
study will be the groundwork for future studies on imagination-driven captions.

Acknowledgements This work was supported by JST [Moonshot Research and
Development], Grant Number [JPMJMS2032] and by JSPS KAKENHI Grant
Number 20H05952 and 19H01110.
3 See the captions generated by the other models and more examples in the supple-
mentary material.
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